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1. Purpose of the Report
1.1. To provide Members of the Growing Mid Wales with an update on progress in the
formal development of the Mid Wales Growth Deal.
1.2. To seek the Board’s endorsement for the approach outlined, to ensure timely
conclusion of the development phase to the satisfaction of both Governments and
with the region’s endorsement – to secure Full Deal Agreement within the calendar
year.
2. Decision(s) Sought
2.1. To note the progress in developing the Growth Deal to date.
2.2. To support the outlined approach and the recommendation made to commission
external temporary capacity to finalise the development of the documentation
required to underpin Full Deal Agreement.
3. Introduction
3.1. Members will be aware that after successfully agreeing Heads of Terms at the end
of 2020, work is currently ongoing to develop the necessary documentation,
processes and detail required to secure the next milestone (Full Deal Agreement).
3.2. The broad overview of the key milestones in Growth Deal development is as follows:
Milestone
Heads of
Terms

Full Deal
Agreement

Pre-Requisites*
 Established Governance
Structures
 Clear proposition for a
Deal (affirming the
context, mandate and
scope of the potential
deal).
 Establishing a structure
and outline for the Deal
Portfolio
 Evolved Governance
Structures (for delivery
phase)
 Capacity (PMO)
 Growth Deal Portfolio
(proposed)

Key Documents*
 Inter-Authority
Agreement
 Vision for Growing
Mid Wale
 Heads of Terms
Agreement

Status
Achieved
December 2020




Ongoing – target
by region of
achieving within
2021 calendar
year.

Revised IAA
Full* Portfolio
Business Case (with
sufficient detail for
Government to have
a clear understanding
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Assurance – key
documents and reviews
undertaken (to the
satisfaction of both
Governments)

of the potential
Programmes/Projects
that will be brought
forward – with robust
metrics in terms of
outputs and
financials).

NOTE: Timings
subject to
addressing
capacity
constraints (the
purpose of this
report).

Documentation to
underpin FDA*:
 Communications
Protocol
 M&E Plan
 Benefits Realisation
Strategy
 IAAP
 Change Management
Strategy
 Benefits Cost Ratio
Assessment
 Financial Plan
 Procurement
Strategy
 Implementation Plan
Assurance*:
 Project Validation
Review (PVR)
 Accounting
Officer Review
(AOR)
To be confirmed

Grant Offer To be confirmed
Post FDA
Letter(s)
*Information/guidance on expected level of detail of content, timings and
expectations are the subject of ongoing discussion with both Governments. This
table forms the regions’ current understanding of requirements at the time of writing
this report.
3.3. Members will be aware from previous report that the length of time Growth Deals
move from Heads of Terms to Full Deal Agreement are on average 12 months – but
are variable. At the point of signing, no two Deals are at the same stage in their
evolution – and both Governments have been supportive throughout of the Mid
Wales Growth Deal in following a realistic and achievable timescale in the context of
our emerging Portfolio.
3.4. The political mandate and drive from the GMW Board (Joint Committee) has been
consistently clear: - to work towards achieving Full Deal Agreement within the
calendar year (2021). This also has been strongly echoed from the private sector
(Economic Strategy Group), to move from development to delivery in the shortest
realistic timeframe to ensure the Growth Deal delivers tangible benefits for the
region.
3.5. From April ’21 onwards, officers from the region have begun to meet the civil
servants in both Governments on a fortnightly basis to ensure regular dialogue on
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progress, and to continue to clarify expectations and detail required. Both
Governments are clear in their support and commitment to bringing the Growth Deal
to fruition – at a realistic and achievable pace.
3.6. These conversations have been constructive and useful in developing the
understanding in the officer team of the requirements for achieving FDA. However,
there remains a degree of uncertainty and subjectivity on the detail of the
requirement, and on the possible timescales.
3.7. This is primarily due to there no being written template/instruction to follow – more of
plotting a course somewhere between the Portfolio approach advised (which is still
largely formative in terms of any clear guidance), and what North Wales recently
achieved (which was a programme and project led, with the formation of a Portfolio
alongside).
3.8. Each Deal is different, and the onus is very much on the region to develop key
documentation, alongside the development of robust governance, assurance and
audit arrangements to a standard satisfactory to both Governments.
3.9. It is important to note that both Governments’ civil servants have been extremely
helpful and engaging throughout. However, it is clear that formal feedback on the
documentation and arrangements established can only realistically be expected
upon formal submission of the proposition to Governments.
3.10. There is therefore a balance to strike between ensuring the logical and iterative
development of the Deal through close engagement with both Governments and
moving progressively from Portfolio to Programme to Project, against ensuring that
the timescale does not become locked in a continual loop of engagement – with no
formal trigger or signal to submit to Governments.
3.11. Work is underway to develop the Portfolio in the manner expected by Government –
however, capacity and capability constraints in the region have also become acutely
apparent in recent weeks, with both Local Authorities local teams juggling their
continued response to Covid and business support, new funding opportunities and
ever increasing expectations locally.
3.12. This report therefore sets out in detail, the situation and progress achieved to date,
the work remaining to be undertaken – and a recommendation for the Board to
consider.
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4. Progress To Date
4.1. This section provides an update on progress achieved since the last update to the GMW Board on 11th March.

THEME

Situation Update

Next Milestones/Tasks

Governance
(Development)





Extension/evolution of IAA to cover remaining development
phase.

Governance
(Delivery)



IAA in place, with established Joint
Committee, Economic Strategy Group and
Officers Management Group
Consideration of IAA2 needs to start in
earnest (not started)



Determination of IAA2 requirements and consideration
against emerging legislation (CJCs) – set out pathway and
transition plan.

Finance





Management



Deal delivery arrangements and resource implications need
to be identified and resolved.
Further development of tools/processes (once PMO is in
place)

Assurance




LA budget contributions for 2021/22 revenue
secured (£100k each).
Tools and key documents for the PMO are
being developed (risk registers and
milestone trackers)
Initial PVR undertaken
Early IAAP drafted



Identify Assurance needs from both Government in advance
of FDA (PVR, AOR) – currently unclear.

Communications






Protocol and action plan to be review by GMW Board in
advance of FDA – and then again post FDA

Resourcing



Communications Protocol in place
Action plan in place, with communications
sub-group established
Strategic Lead Officer on temporary
secondment alongside Lead Advisor.
Officer resource across Local Authority
teams in the form of workstreams.
PMO architecture agreed by the
Management Group, and being recruited (5
roles initially).
Capacity to further develop
Portfolio/Programme Business Cases
urgently required.
Project development capacity limited across
proposing bodies.



Transition from existing lead officers to PMO will continue
until PMO established (existing arrangements will continue
until PMO is established).
PMO recruitment underway (May-July 2021)
Resolve immediate capacity shortage to conclude
Portfolio development for FDA, with associated
Programme-level cases. (Section 5 of this report).
Ensure sufficient capacity for project development to outlinestage to inform Portfolio/Programme cases, as required (in
lead/partner organisations).
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Growth Deal
Portfolio
Development





Strategic Portfolio Business Case in place
(agreed by GMW Board 11/03/21).
Programme Scoping/Development
underway (see below)
Project discovery underway – establishing
more information on potential project
proposals. Workstream leads working with
proposed projects to seek their development
to SOC stage.

Portfolio (high-level actions):
 Economic Case development:
o Long-List Review
o Short List Development & Refinement
o Relevant ESG engagement & Board decisions
 Completion of Management, Financial and Commercial
Cases.
 Revisit of Strategic Case – update economic
baselines/information & headline metrics (outputs/investment
objectives).
Programme-level:
 Completion of current feasibilities/programme scoping
activity underway.
 Development of relevant programme-level business cases to
sufficient level of detail to inform the Portfolio.
Project-level:
 Identify options (initial long-list developed) and open invite
for further expressions of interest.
 Scope options (invite details and explore tangible/viable
options).
 Long-list review – take advice from Board & ESG on forming
a short-list that will form the initial Portfolio for consideration
by both Governments.
 For FDA - ensure development of project information to
outline stage.
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4.2. The following table provides an update on each workstream for each of the 8 strategic thematic priorities set out in the Vision for
Growing Mid Wales and the early Growth Deal Portfolio:

WORKSTREAM

Situation Update

Next Milestones/Tasks

Agriculture, Food
and Drink



Outline projects being scoped (by project
proposers).
Project proposals taking time to develop
(capacity and time consideration by leads).



Vision for Applied R&I (programme
feasibility) underway.
Outline projects being scoped (by project
proposers).




Completion of the Vision for Applied R&I (June 2020)
Review outline projects against the Feasibility, and set a plan
to engage & agree on the potential projects.

Digital Programme – being scoped, with
phase 1 development of a SOC nearly
complete.
Significant engagement and programme
shaping, with potential projects being
identified.





Recruitment of a Programme Manager (underway).
Completion of the Phase 1 of the Digital work (May 2020)
Proceed with Phase 2 and ensure detail is ready for next
iteration of Portfolio development.

Regional Energy Strategy agreed and
adopted.
Draft Terms of Reference for Energy
Advisory Group in place.
Hydrogen Study Commissioned (underway).



Hydrogen Study – will be undertaken now until September
2021.
Advisory Group – will be established over the Summer.
Potential projects may emerge from the work
ongoing/steering group – but this will be kept under continual
review.

Outline projects being scoped (by project
proposers).





Applied Research
and Innovation




Digital




Energy





Strengthened
Tourism Offer










Continue to work with emerging project proposals – ensure
proposals are developed at page. Lead proposers need to
ensure sufficient capacity/priority in their organisation to
ensure development is brought forward.
Review of proposed projects against emerging Portfolio –
and review of long-list/short-list formation.

Engagement/work underway to consider the scope of any
potential feasibility/sector focused piece of work.
Continue to work with emerging project proposals – ensure
proposals are developed at page. Lead proposers need to
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Skills &
Employment






Supporting
Enterprise




Recognised need for wider consideration of
sectoral needs in relation to covid recovery
and sector development.



RSP Manager recruited.
Regional Skills Partnership established,
Chair recruited (1st meeting 12/05/21).
No capital projects identified/proposed as
yet.
No lead officer/resource established to
consider potential capital needs.




3 stage assessment completed.
Outline for a potential programme drafted –
initial projects/sites and fund potential
identified, but requires further work.









Transport





No existing avenue for transport projects to
be funded within current funding envelope
(Growth Deal) - however, work is continuing
through existing regional mechanisms
(TraCC) to maintain awareness.
Cross-border collaboration underway on a
rail connectivity study “Marches, Mid Wales
& Cheshire- West Midlands Connectivity
Assessment” – will identify service options
post HS to Birmingham and Crewe.




ensure sufficient capacity/priority in their organisation to
ensure development is brought forward.
Review of proposed projects against emerging Portfolio –
and review of long-list/short-list formation.
Work will continue to establish RSP and develop plan.
This will lead to a better understanding of needs assessment
– and potential capital needs.
At this stage, it is unlikely capital proposals will come forward
for Growth in the short term – however, priority remains in
scope of the Portfolio, should options come forward, or
further funding is made available.
Recruitment of a Programme Manager in the PMO
(underway).
Engage with WG Property team – and evaluate
findings/develop initial action plan (underway).
Review outline projects against the Feasibility and ensure
detail is ready for next iteration of Portfolio development.
Establish programme board/structure to form and take
activity forward.
Completion of the rail connectivity study – will help inform
options for Mid Wales on cross-border routes.
Unlikely capital proposals will come forward for Growth Deal
in the short term – however, priority remains in scope of the
Portfolio, should options come forward, or further funding is
made available.
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4.3. Projects: as noted in previous updated to the GMW Board – projects are being
explored and scoped informally only at this stage.
4.4. The process set out by Government is iteratively developing the Strategy, Portfolio
and Programmes – before moving on to decide and agree on our projects.
4.5. What we are undertaking currently are conversations with the project proposers in
each case, and encouraging the development of their proposals to a level of detail
that can help the Board and ESG to start making informed decisions against the
emerging Portfolio – on determining the mix of projects that will be put forward for
initial consideration by Governments in the Autumn.
4.6. Officers have undertaken conversations with the proposals that were put forward in
the long-list, and are entertaining conversations with additional options being
proposed.
4.7. This approach is deliberately undertaken, as the onus on developing the detail of the
proposal is on the proposer – not the region. Success in project delivery is directly
related to the capacity and capability of the proposing organisation – and this current
approach is a good way of determining the organisational ability to deliver these
schemes. The five case business model process aids in this regard, as the
proposers need to be able to develop their proposals to a strategic outline stage – to
set out what they intend to do, how they are thinking of funding and deliver it. This is
the sort of information officers will need to make recommendations to the Board.
4.8. The current list of projects being explored at this stage are as follows:
IMPORTANT NOTE: it is important to note that this is a developmental list – and
does not form officer opinion or decision on whether or not these projects should be
taken forward for consideration. That decision ultimately lies with the GMW Board,
and upon seeking appropriate advice and challenge from the ESG. The projects all
need to be able to demonstrate fit and alignment with the regional strategy, and
early Portfolio Business Case - and clear alignment and need for Growth Deal
funding. Growth Deal is not a general grant fund – but rather an investment vehicle
for economic infrastructure.
Supporting Enterprise:


Aim to establish a strategic programme of direct public investment to secure
delivery of essential employment property & infrastructure to meet current
and stimulate future demand and complementary measures to stimulate
investment by the private sector. Strategic site options being considered,
alongside potential delivery mechanism (fund or direct intervention in
individual sites).

Digital
 Options being scoped across 3 distinct packages – in development,
engagement on options underway Summer 2021:
o

Build: Projects that directly build new infrastructure, including ducts
digging, fibre laying, mast construction or re-purposing, and other
asset creation or re-use

o

Enable (Process, Policies and Engagement): These projects focus
upon putting in place the mechanisms that are needed to help
accelerate Digital Infrastructure build, for example, easing supply side
issues by removing or minimising typical deployment barriers; and
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addressing demand side issues by actively raising citizen awareness
of services and encouraging changes in consumer behaviour, to
stimulate demand, for example by encouraging and helping citizens
or businesses to apply for grants or voucher schemes.
o

Skills: to ensure that Mid Wales has access to the specific
knowledge and expertise needed to grow our Digital Infrastructure
footprint. Note: will be a key consideration for emerging Regional
Skills Partnership.

Strengthened Tourism Offer
 Centre for Alternative Technology – Cynefin
 Ceredigion Harbours
Applied Research and Innovation:
 National Spectrum Centre
 Innovation Park
 Advanced Manufacturing Cluster (concept in development, possibly linked to
the Sites and Premises review)
Agriculture, Food & Drink
 Food Retail Experience Centre
 University of Gastronomy
 Food Manufacturing Innovation Centre
Organisations currently in dialogue with Local Authority teams about potential
proposals:
 Montgomery Canals Trust
 Dwr Cymru
 Green Man Festival
 National Library of Wales
 Black Mountains College
 Riversimple
4.9. At this juncture, it is important to note that these are the sum of proposals that have
come forward for consideration from both within the Local Authorities - and the
external partners in the region. The officer teams in both Local Authorities are willing
to have a conversation with any interested stakeholder – as was set out in recent
press releases and on the website.
4.10. All of these options are being considered on their merit – and if not appropriate for
Growth Deal funding, officers will work to determine the best avenue for funding.
4.11. The ongoing feasibilities will help shape our collective understanding of the needs
and opportunities in each area of focus – and will help provide information on the fit
of potential projects being considered. There may well be gaps in proposals as they
stand – because capacity may not exist in the public/private (or even third sector) to
bring solutions/proposals forward.
4.12. For the Autumn, officers working on the detail of the Deal are confident there will be
sufficient proposals in a position to ensure delivery and securing the funding.
4.13. The Board will be able to consider the project options available – and make informed
decisions on the scope and focus of the Growth Deal Portfolio in the context of the
available short-medium term options – and set out a strategic steer for developing
proposals in collaboration for the medium-long term to address our regional needs.
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This may involve putting further capacity and capability into local authorities/external
partners, in order to develop strong proposals in future years of the Growth Deal.
4.14. However, significant short term capacity constraints exist within the Local Authority
teams working on developing the Growth Deal in order to achieve Full Deal
Agreement by the end of 2021.
5. ISSUE – SHORT TERM CAPACITY CONSTRAINTS
5.1. Development of the Growth Deal to date has largely relied on officers from across
the two Local Authority teams, working alongside both Governments and key
partners in the region.
5.2. The appointment of a strategic lead, alongside an experienced advisor has gone
some way to inform and shape the workload across the two teams, and has ensured
the establishment and recruitment of a Portfolio Management Office.
5.3. Transition arrangements are underway to establish the PMO, with the existing
arrangements of lead officer and adviser continuing until such time the PMO will be
established and underway.
5.4. Post Heads of Terms, the workload has significantly increased – as the detail of the
requirements have become known from both Governments, and the detail of recent
submissions of similar Deals in North Wales and developing the Borderlands have
become known.
5.5. Work is progressing on a number of fronts to try and move the Growth Deal forward
– however, competing pressures (Covid initially, then new funding streams) across
both local teams are having an increasing and continuing impact on the region’s
ability to meet its own ambition of achieving Full Deal Agreement within the calendar
year.
5.6. It is clear the work needs to be undertaken at local level to develop the detail of
Programmes and Projects, however significant resource and skills are required in a
central team to pull all available information together, assess and help build the
Portfolio and Programme Cases to a standard that will be to the satisfaction of both
Governments.
5.7. The approach to date has been one of an iterative development and engagement
with both Governments – however, this risks continuing indefinitely – unless the
region can provide a significant injection of resource to project manage, and
package the bid for submission to achieve FDA within the desired timescale.
5.8. The officers that have worked on the bid to date have increasing, competing
priorities locally in both Local Authorities – and time and resource is thin on the
ground.
5.9. The recruitment of the PMO will mean that the team will not be in place until at least
July, and will not be an effective solution to the short term capacity problem.
6. RECOMMENDATION – SOURCE COMMISSIONED CAPACITY
6.1. Other Deals (North Wales & Borderlands) came across a similar capacity and
capability issue when it came to preparing/packaging their Deal for submission to
both Governments.
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6.2. We are therefore seeking the support of the Board to urgently commission external
capacity to help programme-manage the remaining work to FDA, further develop the
Portfolio Business Case and associated Programme Business Cases.
6.3. It will be imperative that we can bring in an experienced team, that have directly
relevant experience in achieving similar works in other Deals.
6.4. We envisage the value of the works to be in the order of £80,000.
6.5. For 2021/22 – it is anticipated the Board will have a defined revenue budget
consisting of annual contributions from the two Local Authorities – this will enable
the current team, and the incoming PMO to be able to adequately resource the
evolving work programme.
6.6. In lieu of the Board not yet having confirmed its budget for 2021/22 – it is proposed
this work taken forward under the delegated authority of the Chief Executives to
authorise direct contributions to fund this work.
7. Legal Implications
7.1. There are no legal implications arising from this report.
8. Human Resources Implications
8.1. There are no HR implications arising from this report.
9. Financial Implications
9.1. Both Chief Executives have previously indicated the availability of budget from both
Local Authorities to fund this additional work.
10. Appendices


None
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